We study a class of pseudodifferential operators known as time-frequency localization operators, Anti-Wick operators, Gabor-Toeplitz operators or wave packets. Given a symbol a and two windows j 1 ; j 2 ; we investigate the multilinear mapping from ða;
Introduction
Time-frequency localization operators are a mathematical tool to define a restriction of functions to a region in time-frequency plane that is compatible with the uncertainty principle and to extract time-frequency features. In this sense they have been introduced and studied by Daubechies [10] and Ramanathan and Topiwala [29] , and they are now extensively investigated as an important mathematical tool in signal analysis and other applications [17, 35, 37] . In other mathematical contexts, time-frequency localization operators have already been used as a quantization procedure (''Anti-Wick operators'') by Berezin [1, 30] or as an approximation of pseudodifferential operators (''wave packets'') by Cordoba and Fefferman [8, 9] .
While the investigation of this particular class of pseudodifferential operators is usually carried out within ''hard analysis'', we will study localization operators as a part of time-frequency analysis. The very definition of a localization operator by means of the Schro¨dinger representation and the short-time Fourier transform suggests such an approach. Using function spaces associated to the short-time Fourier transform, the so-called modulation spaces, we will obtain the sharpest results for boundedness and Schatten class properties that are known so far. Furthermore, we will show that these results are in some sense optimal [11] . This is yet another example where modulation spaces are the appropriate function spaces.
To be more specific, we define the operators of translation and modulation by T x f ðtÞ ¼ f ðt À xÞ and M o f ðtÞ ¼ e 2piot f ðtÞ: ð1Þ
For a fixed non-zero gASðR d Þ the short-time Fourier transform of f AS 0 ðR d Þ with respect to the window g is given by
Then the time-frequency localization operator A j 1 ;j 2 a with symbol a and windows j 1 ; j 2 is defined to be 
If a ¼ w O for some compact set ODR 2d and j 1 ¼ j 2 ; then A j 1 ;j 2 a is interpreted as the part of f that ''lives on the set O'' in the time-frequency plane. This is why A is the classical Anti-Wick operator and the mapping a-A j 1 ;j 2 a is interpreted as a quantization rule [1, 30, 37] . Note that the time-frequency shifts ðx; o; tÞ/tT x M o ; ðx; oÞAR 2d ; jtj ¼ 1; define the Schro¨dinger representation of the Heisenberg group; for a deeper understanding of localization operators it is therefore natural to use the mathematical tools associated to time-frequency shifts (see [19, 23] ).
Often it is more convenient to interpret the definition of A j 1 ;j 2 a in a weak sense, then (3) can be recast as /A j 1 ;j 2 a f ; gS ¼ /aV j 1 f ; V j 2 gS ¼ /a; V j 1 f V j 2 gS; f ; gASðR d Þ:
Here we will study localization operators as a multilinear mapping ða; j 1 ; j 2 Þ/ A j 1 ;j 2 a : Our main interest focusses on the interplay between the roughness of the symbol a and the time-frequency concentration of the windows j j ð j ¼ 1; 2Þ:
To measure the time-frequency concentration of functions and distributions, we use norms and function spaces that are associated to the short-time Fourier transform, namely the class of modulation spaces. As special case we mention Feichtinger's algebra M 1 ðR d Þ defined by the norm
for some (hence all) non-zero gASðR d Þ [12, 23] . Its dual space M N ðR 2d Þ is a very useful subspace of tempered distributions [30] and possesses the norm
Integrability conditions and decay estimates of the short-time Fourier transform occur naturally and inevitably in the study of localization operators and we will use the associated function spaces as symbol classes. While not as well known as the classical Ho¨rmander classes or Shubin classes [30] , modulation spaces appear to be the appropriate spaces for understanding time-frequency localization operators.
To give a flavor of the type of results, we formulate a simple sufficient condition for the L 2 -boundedness of a localization operator. [3, 17, 36, 37] .
While it seems hopeless to find a characterization for the boundedness of A
for a fixed pair of windows, the condition aAM N is optimal in the following sense. 
In Section 3 we will derive a host of sufficient conditions for the boundedness and Schatten class of localization operators in terms of properties of the symbol a and the windows j 1 ; j 2 : In most cases we use modulation spaces (defined in Section 2.2) as the appropriate classes of symbols and windows. Some known results and our new results are summarized in Table 1 . The first line with anti-Wick symbol aAL N DM N is well known, see, e.g. [17, 37] . The second line is the general version of Theorem 1.1 and will be proved in Section 3.1. The Hilbert-Schmidt result of line 3 was obtained in [4] , the general condition for membership in the Schatten class S p will be proved in Section 3.2, the trace class result in Section 3.3. Our analysis of localization operators will heavily use the interplay between timefrequency methods and the Weyl calculus. The techniques used to prove the optimal results will combine the following ingredients.
(a) Representation of the localization operator A j 1 ;j 2 a as a Weyl transform. Let W ðg; f Þ be the cross-Wigner distribution as defined in (8) . Then the Weyl transform
Every continuous operator from SðR d Þ to S 0 ðR d Þ can be representated as a Weyl transform, and a calculation in [4, 19, 30] reveals that A
(b) Boundedness of pseudodifferential operators. Formula (7) allows us to apply known results about pseudodifferential operators to investigate time-frequency localization operators. To obtain sharp results, we will use the improvement of the Caldero`n-Vaillancourt Theorem in [24] which uses modulation spaces instead of the Ho¨rmander classes as symbols.
(c) Convolution relations of modulation spaces. In view of (7) we need to understand convolution relations between modulation spaces and properties of the Wigner distribution. While there is now a large body of literature on modulation spaces and their applications, the analysis of localization operators poses new questions and requires new properties of these spaces. A large part of Section 2 is therefore devoted to the study of modulation spaces. Throughout the paper, we shall use the notation AtB to indicate ApcB for a suitable constant c40; whereas A^B if ApcB and BpkA; for suitable c; k40:
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Time-Frequency methods
First we summarize some concepts and tools of time-frequency analysis. Since these methods are now available in textbooks [19, 23] , we will make free use of those results and not strive to make the paper self-contained.
Short-time fourier transform (STFT) and wigner distribution
The time-frequency representations needed for the Weyl calculus and for localization operators are the short-time Fourier transform and the Wigner distribution.
The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of a distribution f AS 0 ðR d Þ with respect to a non-zero window gASðR d Þ is
whereas the cross-Wigner distribution W ð f ; gÞ of f ; gAL 2 ðR d Þ is defined to be
The quadratic expression Wf ¼ W ð f ; f Þ is usually called the Wigner distribution of f : Both the STFT V g f and the Wigner distribution W ð f ; gÞ are defined on many pairs of Banach spaces. For instance, they both map
Furthermore, they can be extended to a map from
We first list some crucial properties of the STFT (for proofs, see [23, Chapter 3] and [25] 
Note that (9) and (10) can be read backwards and yield a formula for the 2d-dimensional time-frequency shift M z T z ðV g f Þ; z; zAR 2d : To investigate the local properties of the STFT, we will need to compute the STFT of a STFT. Since the STFT of a function on R 2d is a function on R 
Then the STFT of V g f with respect to the window F is given by
Then the STFT of W ðj 2 ; j 1 Þ with respect to the window F is given by 
Now we substitute this expression into the formula for V F ðV g f Þ; and after rearranging some terms we apply Lemma 2.1(iii):
This proves (a). For the quantitative description of decay properties, we use weight functions on the time-frequency plane. In the sequel v will always be a continuous, positive, even, submultiplicative weight function (in short, a submultiplicative weight), i.e., vð0Þ ¼ 1; vðzÞ ¼ vðÀzÞ; and
For our investigation of localization operators we will mostly use the polynomial weights defined by 
holds. For technicalities when v grows faster than a polynomial we refer to [23, Chapter 11.4] . Among the modulation spaces the following well-known function spaces occur:
(vii) The space of tempered distributions [25] :
Roughly speaking, a weight in o regulates the smoothness of f AM p;q m ; whereas a weight in x regulates the decay of f AM A comparison of modulation spaces with Fourier-Lebesgue spaces and embedding theorems are contained in [21] .
Potential spaces. For sAR the Bessel kernel is
and the potential space [2, 32] is defined by [14] . So the embedding follows for all sAR: & Wiener amalgam spaces ( [13, 15, 18, 20] 
Remarks. 1. If X is a Banach algebra, then Ho¨lder's inequality for amalgam spaces reads as follows [13] :
2. Certain modulation spaces coincide with Wiener amalgam spaces, in particular, (16) implies that
with equivalent norms (see also [12] ).
Convolution relations for modulation spaces
In view of the relation between the multiplier a and the Weyl symbol (7), we need to understand the convolution relations between modulation spaces and some properties of the Wigner distribution.
We first show a convolution relation for modulation spaces in the style of Young's theorem. For further reference we formulate it for arbitrary submultiplicative weights v on R 2d and v-moderate weights m: 
Using Lemma 2.1ðiÞ and the identity
we express the STFT of f Ã h as follows:
To estimate the M p;q m -norm of f Ã h; we first majorize m by mðx; oÞpmðx; 0Þvð0; oÞ ¼ m 1 ðxÞv 2 ðoÞ and then we use Young's inequality with 1=p þ 1=q À 1 ¼ 1=r in the x-variable and Ho¨lder's inequality in the o-variable. We obtain that Remarks. 1. Despite the large number of indices, the statement of this proposition has some intuitive meaning: a function f AM p;q behaves like f AL p andf AL q ; so the parameters related to the x-variable behave like those in Young's theorem for convolution, whereas the parameters related to o behave like Ho¨lder's inequality for pointwise multiplication.
2. A special case of Proposition 2.4 with a different and longer proof is contained in [33] .
An estimate for the Wigner distribution
We next calculate the modulation space norm of a cross-Wigner distribution. 
Sufficient conditions for boundedness and Schatten class
Using the tools of time-frequency analysis developed in the previous section, we now analyze the properties of localization operators with symbols in a modulation space. We will reduce this problem to the corresponding problem for the Weyl calculus, and so we first recall a boundedness and trace class result for the Weyl calculus in terms of modulation spaces. The proof of (i) can be found in [24] and [23, Theorem 14.5.2], see also [31, 33] , (ii) is proved in [22] , whereas (iii) and (iv) follow by interpolation from the first two statements, since ½M 1 ; M 2 y ¼ M p for 1ppp2; and ½M N;1 ; M 2;2 y ¼ M p;p 0 for 2pppN [14, 16] . We note that (i) improves the theorem of Caldero`n-Vaillancourt [6] , whereas (ii) is an improvement of a result of Daubechies [9] and Ho¨rmander [26] .
Boundedness
Based on the tools developed in the previous section, we establish the following boundedness result. Its proof is now deceptively simple. 
The result now follows from Theorem 3.1(iii).
(ii) is proved similarly by using the convolution relation M AS p : To see this, we observe that Theorem 3.4(i) also holds with the role of the windows reversed, i.e., for
The result then follows from the interpolation property ½M
Distributions with compact support as symbols
As an application we treat distributions with compact support. We shall prove that a distribution with compact support gives trace class operators, if the windows belong to suitable spaces. We write E 0 ðR 2d Þ for the subspace of tempered distributions of compact support. It is well-known that every aAE 0 ðR 2d Þ can be represented as Proof. Assume that aAE 0 has a representation (21) . We express the derivatives of a time-frequency shift of gASðR d Þ by means of Leibniz's rule as
and then use the obvious inequality 1p/tS N /xS ÀN /t À xS N for t; xAR d : After inserting these expressions into the STFT, we obtain
It follows that aAM 
is bounded by Theorem 3.2. Once again we may use extremely rough symbols for localization operators provided that the windows are sufficiently smooth.
Necessary conditions
In this section we show that the sufficient conditions obtained in Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 (for p ¼ 2) are essentially optimal. This investigation requires a different approach and is based on the following local regularity property of the STFT. Again we formulate a general version for arbitrary submultiplicative weights v and vmoderate weights m: 
Now Young's theorem for mixed-norm spaces (see, e.g., [23, Proposition 11.1.3] ) yields the desired estimate:
.1 improves the results in [16, 23] which stated that V g f AW ðC; L p;q m Þ: Clearly, more general versions of this lemma can be obtained by using other convolution relations in the last step of the proof.
As an immediate consequence we give an alternative proof of the main boundedness result for localization operators (Theorem 3.2). We now formulate it for arbitrary v-moderate weights m in place of the weights v s and t s : 
To see this, we apply Lemma 4.1 and find that
1=m Þ: Consequently Ho¨lder's inequality (17) implies that
, the claim is proved. The norm estimate follows from (22) and (17)
Step 2. By the previous step the action of aAM N on V j 1 f Á V j 2 g is well-defined and (23) yields the norm estimate for A Proof.
Step 1. We first compute the time-frequency shifts of
Using Lemma 2.1(ii), we obtain
Similarly, we get
The combination of (25) and (26) yields
Step 2. Now fix j 1 ; j 2 ; f ; gASðR d Þ and set F :
To verify that aAS
Using the weak definition of A j 1 ;j 2 a and (27), the desired conclusion follows from the estimate To be specific, we note first that as a special case of (23) we have proved the estimate
for all j 1 ; j 2 AM 1 and f ; gAL 2 : Therefore the following definition makes sense. 
Then B is a Banach space (see [5] Proof. Since B+M 1 ; we need to show the reverse inclusion. In view of the minimality of M 1 quoted above, it suffices to show that time-frequency shifts are uniformly bounded on B:
(i) Let F AB and choose a representation f ¼ P nAN V j n 1 f n V j n 2 g n ; such that X nAN jjj n 1 jj M 1 jjj n 2 jj M 1 jj f n jj 2 jjg n jj 2 p2 jj f jj B :
